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The greatest irony, and it is not the first time I have observed this, is that South Africa is
under notice of a final ratings agency downgrade to JUNK at the end of January unless
the Government can pull a miracle out of the hat...and yet the Prospects Portfolio has
been enjoying its best two months in many years.
The graph below shows the portfolio growing currently at a compound annualized rate of 78.3
percent and ShareFinder projects that the gain will continue until mid-December before
experiencing a brief retraction. Furthermore, as the green trend lines make clear, ShareFinder
calculates that even if Moody’s finally junks South Africa in January, the portfolio is likely to
continue rising at compound 15.1 percent throughout 2020.

If you study the graph projection you will furthermore, see that from early July next year until
the second week of August, ShareFinder senses the probability of a brief retraction before
growth is projected to resume. This is in startling difference to the JSE All Share Index which,
along with most major world markets, are all projected to go into decline next October in what
could very well be the beginning of a probable next Great Recession which is the subject of a
new book which I have just completed and submitted for peer review before releasing it to
publishers.
Not so optimistic is the outlook for the JSE All Share Index which, if you compare it with the
projection I offered you last month, is still projected to break upwards out of the confines of a
descending pennant formation in April next year but, rather more ominously, with much
increasing volatility is headed for collapse next October starting on or about October 6.

If you study the graph below, you will see that from late March until early October the overall
market is likely to be in a very positive trend, rising at around a compound annual rate of 14
percent in the last phase.

This somewhat somber latter projection makes a telling contrast with that of Wall Street’s
S&P500 Index which, in my view, ShareFinder correctly projects as likely to continue rising
throughout the next 12 months. That is consistent with US election year markets which are
generally manipulated by the presidential team in the hope of assuring themselves a second
term of office. All of this could change if the impeachment process of President Trump
successfully proceeds. However, even if Donald Trump is removed from the presidential
campaign, the party will obviously continue trying to create a “feel-good” atmosphere in order
to persuade the electorate to back their candidate. However, political manipulation of national
economies seldom ends well for obvious reasons and so the following recession is likely to be
far worse than would otherwise be the case. The S&P500 graph projection follows next:

For what it is worth...and I am always extremely cautious about pushing ShareFinder’s
projection system too far into the future because there are inevitable distortions the further one
tries to project events. But when I do so the programme predicts that the next Wall Street bear
market will probably occur between February and August 2021.
For those who will inevitably ask for more details of the new book, The Crash of 2020, I have
begun serializing it in The Investor and will continue doing so for the next eight months. If you
read the first chapter in the October edition, you will already know that I believe China’s
massive debt creation with its steadily less-successful efforts to re-ignite the economic growth
trajectory of the past 15 years will be the cause of the global crash.
In addition to its immediate Pacific Rim neighbours, I believe that South Africa, South America
and Australia will be particularly badly affected because all three are significantly dependant
upon mineral exports to China.

2019 US Portfolio
I approached the creation of this new New York Stock Exchange portfolio following the
observation that in the long term, share price growth always tends to play catch-up until it
matches dividend growth rate, and where mismatches occur where the share price growth rate
of companies is significantly lower than the dividend growth rate over the previous five years,
the implication is that in such cases you are likely to be able to buy these shares at a discount
to their future worth. Since inception, all shares have risen with the overall portfolio up 3.2
percent:
In order to start our US Portfolio I injected $1-million and accordingly bought Columbia
Property at $20.1, Physicians Reality at $17.36, DR Horton at $48.94,Mastercard at $260.41
and Korn Ferry at $35.23. I also had on my list of potential buys Bank of America which fell
below my target price of $27.50 and I got it at $27.16, Apollo Global Management which I got
at $35.00, and the Xerox Corporation which I got at $28.29.

On my watch list are a number of companies that have currently run away from me: Morgan
Stanley below $37.50, Celanese Corporation below $116.50, Fedex Corp below $126 and First
America below $57. Citigroup Inc which I hope to buy below $65.
The performance graph of the portfolio is, I am happy to say, very healthy:

The current positive trend of New York shares is likely to continue until mid-December but
ShareFinder projects weakness from January 9 to the end of February during which I hope to
be able to complete my purchases in the hope of achieving solid growth in the 12 months that
follow. Note the graph projection below:

Our 2011 South African Portfolio
Our 2011 Prospects Portfolio has increased comfortably this past month taking the total value
from last month’s R3 605 885 to R3 658 329 as it continues its healthy recovery at a
compound annual rate of 52.5 percent since its August 26 low point. If ShareFinder’s projection
is correct it should end the year at a peak value of better than R3.8-million.

Since its inception the portfolio has grown at a
compound annual growth rate of 19.6 percent as
delineated by the red trend line in the graph on
the right:
As the portfolio analysis below indicates, only
one share is giving quite serious concern;
Advertech whose results for the six months to
June 2019 showed revenue up 15% to R2.5
billion and operating profit up 6% to R428
million. Cash generation from operations is
impressive and has been growing at a 27%
annual clip for the last four years. Yet the share
is down 60 percent which is in line with the
thrashing that the education sector has taken as
a whole. And ShareFinder senses that the end is
not yet in sight. Having taken the pain, however,
I take the view that it is best now to continue holding onto what is considered a solidly
defensive sector.

In the following pages we publish lists of the world’s top-performing shares which, we submit, should form the bulk
of your investment portfolios in their respective countries or as suggested replacements for any in your portfolios
that are achieving lesser growth rates than the ShareFinder Blue Chip average growth rates which head the lists.
The shares listed in the first block of each list have been selected because of their investment grade quality, their
very high dividend growth rates and superior investment safety. The second block of ten offers significantly higher
dividend growth rates but at the price of a greater degree of investment risk.
The shares listed in the third block have been selected because of their investment grade quality and their very
high price growth rates. These offer superior investment safety.
Those in the fourth block generally offer significantly higher price growth rates but at the price of a greater degree
of investment risk:
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